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The project contains a team-taught interdisciplinary curriculum based on
current issues in our society. The review ofliterature, which focuses on team
teaching at the middle level and the process of implementing an
interdisciplinary curriculum, indicates that middle level students need
opportunities to discuss and analyze current issues in our society that affect
their lives in order to make learning more meaningful. Therefore, the content
areas of language arts, math, social studies, and science were structured around
three themes dealing with issues such as the environment, space exploration,
and cultural diversity. The interdisciplinaiy curriculum was developed for a
sixth grade, four-person team of teachers at the West Valley Middle School in
Y akirna, Washington.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction
An important challenge facing public education is deciding the most
appropriate learning environmentfor the young adolescent. Success for the 1014 year old age group has been elusive and schools share some of the blame.
A comprehensive study conducted by the Carnegie Council on Adolescent
Development in 1989 concluded that "middle grade schools ... are potentially
society's most powerful force to recapture millions of youth adrift, and help
every young person thrive dming early adolescence. Yet all too often these
schools exacerbate the problems of young adolescents" (p. 8).

Purpose of the Project
One item of concern identified in the Carnegie study was the lack of
opportunities for middle level students to express opinions to their peers and
critically analyze the opinions of others. Another point of concern was that the
transition from a one-teacher elementaiy classroom to a multiple period junior
high left many students with a feeling of isolation and separateness. The study
recommended that staff be formed into interdisciplinaiy teains of teachers to
create a school-within-a-school atmosphere in order to promote a strong sense
of unity between the teachers and each individual student. Furthermore, the
/
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study recommended that the teams of teachers deliver an integrated curriculum
to help the students find relevant connections between the disciplines.
The purpose of the project was to create a team-taught interdisciplinary
curriculunr that provided opportunities for the students to discuss and analyze
current issues in our society that affect their lives. To achieve this goal, the
content areas of Language Arts, Math, Social Studies, and Science were
structured around three themes. The themes deal with issues concerning the
environment, space exploration, and cultural diversity. The interdisciplinary
curriculum was to be iruplemented by a sixth grade, four-person team of
teachers at the newly opened West Valley CWA) Middle School.

(
Significance of the Project
As stated earlier, students at this age level need the opportunity to
express their opinions. The young adolescent learner is just begiruring to
understand the complexities of our society. Arranging content areas around
themes based on social issues lets the student see how learning basic skills and
knowledge is essential in helping a person make educated opinions.
Furthermore, the strong unity that develops on a team of teachers and students
allows opinions to be more freely expressed and analyzed. The team also
enhances the student's ability to make cmTicular connections through integrated
learning.
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Limitations of the Project
Initially the plan was to integrate all four content areas. However, due
to a change in the school's math program the integrated cuniculum focuses on
Science, Social Studies, and Language Arts. Math connections to the theme
are made occasionally when appropriate. Each theme lasts for one quarter
which is approximately nine weeks. The cuniculum stems from district
adopted guidelines as well as the recently adopted Washington State Essential
Academic Learning Requirements.

Definitions of Terms
For the purpose of this project, these terms are defined in the following
manner:
Interdisciplinary Teaching -- each discipline contributes specific content
to enhance a common concept or theme (Furner, 1995)
Fully Integrated Teaching -- all discipline boundaries are dissolved; the
focus is the critical thinking process dealing with broad areas oflife, not
specific content (Drake, 1991)
Team Teaching -- a group of teachers work with the same group of
students all day (Burke, 1995)
Teaming -- two teachers working with two classes at the same time
Middle Level students -- ages 10-14, grades 5-8
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Overview of the Project
Chapter Two provides a review of related literature on the topics of
middle school team teaching and the implementation of an integrated,
-interdisciplinary curriculum. Chapter Three summarizes the procedures that
were used to develop the three themes. Chapter Four contains the detailed
overview of the team-taught, year-long, interdisciplinary, thematic curriculum.
Chapter Five provides a summary and the author's recommendations and
conclusions.

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE

Introduction
A renewed focus on the needs of the middle level learner arose after the
Carnegie Council on Atlulescent Development published a research study in
1989. The study concluded that there were eight essential changes that must
take place in order to meet the needs of the young adolescent student. Among
those eight points were recommendations that staff be arranged into
interdisciplinary teams of teachers to help student create positive relationships
with other peers and their teachers as well as seeing the connections among
different disciplines. The study also concluded that middle level students need
to be taught a core of common knowledge that provides oppo1tunities for
students to share personal opinions and critically analyze the views of others.
Stephen and Varble (1995) recently provided an overview of middle
schools that have implemented these recommendations by stating, "true middle
level schools are generally characterized by an integrated curriculum,
interdisciplinaiy activities, team teaching, alternative assessment,
heterogeneous grouping, flexible organizational patterns, and thematic
instruction" (p. 23). The review ofliterature, therefore, focuses on team
teaching at the middle level and the process of implementing an
interdisciplinary curriculum.
5
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Team Teaching at the Middle Level
One of the specific recommendation~ given by the Carnegie Council on
Adolescent Development (1989) was that "schools should be a place where
close, trusting relationships with adults and peers create a climate for personal
growth and intellectual development" (p. 37). One of the ways the Council
suggested to develop this quality is by forming teachers and student into teams.
The reason for using teams in the middle schools is primarily to meet
the unique needs of the middle level young adolescent learner. According to
the Council, the community nature of teams "nurtures the bonds between
teacher and student that are the building blocks of the education of the young
adolescent" (1989, p. 38). In addition, Merenbloom (1996) adds "a major
responsibility of the team is to address the physical, intellectual,
social/emotional, and moral developmental needs of the students" (p. 49).
Merenbloom fmiher stated that teaming enables teachers to:
•

Identify and respond to student needs in a unified, orchestrated
fashion

•

Choose from the models of curriculum integration to identify the
prototype(s) that will work best in each situation

•

Use the block-of-time schedule to identify the options of
flexibility that will truly enhance the delivery of the instructional
program
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•

Use this opp01tunity to develop, implement, and assess a vision
to maximize their strengths in addressing student needs

•
·• ·

Implement a unified, consistent approach to discipline
Facilitate the transitions from elementary to middle level to high
school. (p. 50)

Burke (1995) listed these additional reasons to team:
•

Teams provide opp01tunities for teachers to collaborate which
can eliminate the feeling of teacher isolation

•

Students feel more connected to the teachers through teams
because the problems of randomness, anonymity, and brevity are
reduced

·•

Interdisciplinaiy teaming facilitates an integrated cun-iculum
approach

•

Teams, rather than departments, become an alternative school
governance model

Many researchers have found that interdisciplinary team organization
(versus a departmentalized approach) is associated with improvements in the
following areas: student achievement, motivation, self-reliance, personal
development and attitude; general school climate and discipline; faculty
enthusiasm and morale (less isolation felt among teachers); quality of
instruction; principal supp01t and commitment; standardized test scores;
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parental communication and support; student and teacher empowerment in the
decision-making process; and improvements in peer and interracial
relationships which resulted in less peer conflicts (Arhar & Oxley cited in
· -Furner, 1995; Erb, 1992; George & Oldaker cited in Erb & Doda, 1989;
Husband & Short cited i:n Holland, 1995; Jacobs, 1989b; Mac Iver, 1990;
Sinclair, Damico, Metz, & George cited in Arhar, Johnston, & Markle, 1992).
So what do teams need to be successful? Erb and Doda (1989) stated
that the characteristics of an effective team should include things such as
having a balanced heterogenous team, appropriate subject-matter
representation, close in proximity, common plan time for teachers, a team
leader, regular meetings, shared decision-making, and accountability.
Jacobs (1989c) stated three additional assumptions about
interdisciplinary team teaching. They included the following: 1) All teachers
share the same students, 2) All teachers are skilled in professional collaboration
(interpersonal skills), consensus building, and curriculum development, and 3)
Students need to know how to behave and work in an interdisciplinary
environment. All these elements existing in one place, however, still does not
guarantee success. It is up to the teams of teachers working with their students
to implement a truly i;;ffecti_ve integrated, interdisciplinary approach to teaching
and learning (Arhar, et al., 1992).

9

There are many examples of middle schools CUITently engaged in the
practice of interdisciplinary team teaching. _In fact, a survey of 130 middle
schools, all of which had been ranked as exemplary, was done and results
indicated that 90% of those schools had interdisciplinary teams as a central
focus (George cited in Arhar, et al., 1992).
A team of teachers from the Milliken Middle School in Lewisville, TX,
was chosen as the National Middle School Association's South Region Grand
Prize winner in 1995 for their interdisciplinary project entitled "Murder Along
the Oregon Trail" which focused on America's westward expansion. The
· students were involved in a who-done-it investigation that included computer
research, geometry skills, rock and mineral analysis, journal writing, wagon
food cooking. The investigation also had the students dress-up and assume the
identity of a pioneer. One teacher believes that interdisciplinary teaching is a
process that teachers are constantly trying to perfect and that this project
allowed the students to express themselves in different ways and to learn that
everyone has something different to offer (cited in Holland, 1995).

Integrated Interdisciplinary Instruction
Gehrke (1991) maintains "integrative cUITiculum is like the weather:
Everyone talks about it, but no one ever does anything about it" (p. 107).
Beane (1991), a proponent of a "new curriculum" for middle schools, asked,
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"As dramatic as the middle school refo1m movement has been, it has not
addressed a crucial and fundamental question: What should the middle school
curriculum be?" (p. 11 ). Beane also stated that there are three critical concepts
involved in creating an appropriate middle level curriculum.
The first [point] is that the middle school should have a general
curriculum that focuses on widely shared concerns of early adolescents
and the larger world rather than increasing specialization ... [of]
subjects. The second concept is that ... [the] primary and explicit
purpose ought to be to serve the early adolescents who attend the
school. The third concept involves ... [viewing] early adolescents as
real human beings who, while at that stage, are also participants in the
larger world and have serious questions and concerns. (1991, p. 10)
Although not all people agree exactly what should be taught, many
researchers agree with Beane (1991) on his first point that early adolescent
students benefit from some type of integrated learning (Drake, 1991; Fogarty,
1991a; Furner, 1995; Gehrke, 1991; Jacobs, 1989c; Vars, 1991).
There are many levels of integration that appear in the literature. Words
such as integrated, interdisciplinary, and thematic are often used
interchangeably yet each has a different meaning. In fact, Hopkins (1937) even
pointed out that "the word integration, as a big word in education tends to lose

(
its specific meaning; frequency of use invariably leads to diffusion of meaning;
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the heavier the load a term is required to carry the more rapid is its loss of
specificity" (quoted in Kain, 1996, p. 181). _For this reason, a detailed
summary of related terms is included.
One way to define these concepts related to integration is to examine
their location on a broad spectrum of instructional approaches. Many
researchers have created a continuum of curricular integration to demonstrate
that integration occurs at many different levels (Beane, 1993; Fogarty, 1991a;
Jacobs, 1989a; Lounsbury & Vars; Schumacher, 1992). The following table
shows a synthesized example:
.......... I ......................... II ........................ III ........................ IV. .................................. V ............ .
Departmentalized
Discipline-based
Fragmented

Parallel
Sequenced

Complementary
Multidisciplinary
Shared

Webbed
Interdisciplinary
Thematic
Fused

Fully Integrated
T ransdisci plinary

The first section of the continuum relates to the traditional junior
high/high school model where each discipline (math, science, social studies,
English) is separated into departments and the curriculum is taught in
fragmented segments throughout the school day.
Section II involves a re-sequencing of existing curricular content in
order to parallel the instruction of another class. For example, an English
teacher switches the novel he/she usually reads in the fall for the novel in the
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spring to "parallel" the teaching of a similar topic in Social Studies. It involves
curricular and "calendar mapping" (Brandt,_ 1991).
The third section is similar to parallel integration in that the existing
curricular content is re-sequenced to match the instruction of another class.
However, complementary integration begins to acknowledge the connections
between disciplines. This stage recognizes that these connections can actually
enhance the learning of content in each discipline (Furner, 1995).
Rather than simply re-sequence the content, section IV organizes all the
learning around a common concept, skill, or theme usually generated by the
teachers. Each discipline is still represented as it contributes specialized
content to enhance the concept, skill, or theme. The connections are made
because of the theme being explored, not due to fonnal relations between
subjects (Drake, 1991). This f01m of integration looks for a pragmatic use of
the different disciplines. Sometimes new course titles are "fused" to
acknowledge the integration such as "Ethics in Science", "American Studies",
or "World Issues" (Vars, 1991).
Finally, the last section of full integration dissolves all discipline
boundaries. Full integration usually focuses on a common concept or theme
taken from the social and emotional needs and interests of the students. No
teacher represents a discipline, but each becomes a facilitator of learning to
guide the students through a critical thinking process about the concept or
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theme. According to Drake (1991), teachers are '"connection experts', rather
than subject experts" (p. 22). The content depends highly on what theme is
being studied, rather than district or state requirements.
According to the Dictiomuy of Education integrated cun'iculum is "a
curriculum organization which cuts across subject-matter lines to focus upon
comprehensive life problems or broad areas of study that bring together the
various segments of cmriculum into meaningful association" (quoted in Furner,
1995, p. 2).
The need for students to participate in an integrated experience are
numerous. Beane (1991) claimed:
It is time we faced the fact that subject areas or disciplines of knowledge
around which the curriculum has traditionally been organized are
actually territorial spaces carved out by academic scholars for their own
purposes. These subject areas contain much that is known, but not all
that is or might be. Their boundaries limit om access to broader
meanings. (p. 9)
Emerson (quoted in Fogarty, 1991a, p. 61) wrote:
To the young mind everything is individual, stands by itself. By and by,
it finds how to join two things and see in them one natme; then three,
then three thousand ... discovering roots running underground whereby
contrary and remote things cohere and flower out from one stem ... The
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astronomer discovers that geometxy, a pure abstraction of the human
mind, is the measure of planetary motion.
The Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development (1989)
recorn.fnended that the core middle grade curriculum should be organized
around integrated themes that young people find relevant to their own lives.
The Council claimed that young adolescents demonstrate an ability think
critically, understand complex concepts if presented as parts of a systems
rather than as isolated, disconnected facts.
Furner (1995) claimed that "interdisciplinary teaching is based on the
premise that human beings learn best when the material they are learning
overlaps into various disciplines" (p. 2). Furner also concluded that when the
curriculum is integrated, connections are made and learning is more meaningful
and the students receive a more stimulating experience.
Often, when one is confronted with a problem, one does not look back
and think what subject area knowledge one needs in order to solve a
problem ... The separate subject curriculum can be viewed as a jigsaw
puzzle without any picture to help put the pieces together. Many times
students ask, "Why do we need to learn this?" They see no value or
connection in what they are learning. (Furner, 1995, p. 3)
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Schumacher (1992) believed that an integrated curriculum approach was
more developmentally appropriate for young adolescents because of its focus
on the process of learning and was more relevant and intellectually challenging.
Gehrke (1991) supported this conclusion of integrative cmriculum. The
planned integration not only helped the learners see existing unity among
common knowledge, but these integrative experiences also motivated the
students to find new relationships in order to create new models, systems, and
structures.
Beane (1991) suggested that themes should be built around concepts at
the "intersection of questions and concerns from early adolescents and from the
larger world" (p. 11). Examples include the environment, wealth and poverty,
war and peace, cultural diversity and racism, freedom, interdependence,
justice, individual rights, and so on. Thematic instruction bridges the gap
between subject areas and helps students better understand tomorrow's world

. .

--

- ·--

-"'(StepheJ:t&-Varble, 1995).
Teachers have also described some benefits of the interdisciplinary team
teaching approach. One teacher described the satisfaction of seeing how false
the lines are between subject areas. Another said is was an opportunity to
share experience and knowledge. Other teachers believed that alluding to
another's current classroom work was the most successful part of their
integration. One teacher wanted to push integration fu1iher: "There are times

(

"
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where I'd like students to be able to come into my class and not really be sure
whether they're in socials or science or English" ( quoted in Kain, 1996, p.
170).
Finally, one teacher thought that t:urriculum integration was a way to.
help students view their teachers as persons in a broader context, not just
members of isolated subject classes: "By demonstrating what we know what's
going on, we're demonstrating that we do care what they're doing" (quoted in
Kain, p. 169).
Davies (1992) conducted a five year study of student evaluations of
interdisciplinary units. Students commented that they felt they learned
something and that they liked working with other people and had made new
friends and became better friends with others.
Maute (1992) believed that interdisciplinary connections help teachers
reach students with various learning styles. These connections also capitalized
on students' subject preferences since they might find a subject more interesting
when integrated with another. Other research suggested that an
interdisciplinary program actually improves the mastery of subjects because
students become better problem solvers and leain to transfer these higher-order
thinking skills across all disciplines (Furner, 1995).
According to Vars (1991), more than 80 normative or compai·ative
studies have been carried out on the effectiveness of integrative programs and,
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in almost every case, students in integrative/interdisciplinary programs have
performed as well or better on standardized_ tests when compared to students
emolled in the traditional discipline-based approach.
One of the biggest challenges of implementing an interdisciplinafy
cturiculum is having the time to decide what specific content and skills should
be included. Many teachers try to involve as many subject areas as possible
(math, science, social studies, language arts, drama, P.E., art, music,
computers, and so on) to enrich the scope of integration, but obviously this
process gets time consuming and makes it difficult to identify the key elements
of the unit (Drake, 1991). As Jacobs observed, "The biggest obstacle to ·
interdisciplinary cturiculum planning is that people try to do too much at once.
What they need to look for are some, not all, natural overlaps between
subjects" (quoted in Brandt, 1991, p. 24).
Jacobs (1989c) outlined two problems that often occur when developing
interdisciplinary units: the "Potpourri Problem" and the "Polarity Problem".
The potpourri problem refers to the concern that essential content is often
oversimplified and briefly covered in a unit order to expand the possible
connections.
The polarity problem stems from the perceived conflict between a
discipline-based organization and an integrated approach. In other words,
specialized subject-centered teachers often feel that integration threatens their
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"tenito:ry" of knowledge. Jacobs (1989c) suggested, however, that there is-a
need for both perspectives when designing interdisciplinary units. In fact she
stated, "Students cannot fully benefit from interdisciplinary studies until they

acquire a solid grounding in the various disciplines that interdisciplinarity
attempts to bridge" (p. 9).
One difficulty caused by the polarity problem is the on-going pressure
from professional subject area associations, university academics, state
department and district cuniculum officials, and subject teachers to define
what should be taught in each field (Beane, 1993).
Several examples of the potpouni effect were found in the literature.
Some teachers avoided certain integrated activities for fear of not preparing the
student for their next year cunicular requirements. Others feared that one
subject might be watered down or d1iven by another subject and threaten the
integrity of the first. In addition, some teachers concluded that integrated units
often made only brief flashes of connections between disciplines. Others felt
that the published cuniculum and teaching materials did not support integration
and that their work together might isolate them from the rest of the staff (Kain,
1996).
In addition to the potpouni and polarity problems, there are challenges

dealing with time, energy, administrative demands, team member differences,
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and even the tendency for teams to lose sight of the school-wide goals (Kruse

& Louis cited in Holland, 1995).
Educators involved in implementing an integrated, interdisciplinary
team teaching approach need to weigh the benefits and challenges for staff,
students, parents, and community. Some teachers found that integration offers
too little a return on their investment of time and energy to warrant its
continuation (Kain, 1996). Brophy and Alleman (1991) concluded that
educators need to consider integration as a potentially effective tool in some
situations but not in all. Furthermore, Brophy and Alleman believed that
teachers need to examine the cost-effectiveness of each integrated activity to
ensure that interdisciplinary units involve "educationally significant activities
which foster, rather than disrupt or nullify, the learning goals of each
discipline" (p. 66). The ultimate challenge is to design a curriculum that
"simultaneously takes into account solid subject matter, the needs of the
learner, and society's problems" (Vars, 1991, p. 15).

Conclusion
The Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development (1989) concluded
that middle level schools in the United States were failing to meet the unique
needs of the young adolescent learner. The Council outlined eight essential
changes that must take place in order to meet these needs. Among those eight
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points there were recommendations that teachers should be arranged in teams
and that students be taught a core of common knowledge emphasizing the
opportunity to share personal opinions and critically analyze the views of
others. The focus of this literature review has been 011 team teaching at the
middle level and the process of implementing an interdisciplinary curriculum.
Many reasons are given as to why teams are essential at the middle level
school. Teams increase the opportunity for students to develop strong
relationships with other peers and the teachers on the team. Furthermore,
teams facilitate the implementation of an integrated instructional approach.
The many levels of integration were shown to exist on a continuum
ranging from a depaiimentalized approach to a fully-integrated day. The
benefits to students include making connections between concepts and skills in
different disciplines, acceptance of a variety oflearning styles, developing an
awareness of how learning relates to real life, and improving their ability to
transfer knowledge to a multitude of settings. Some benefits to teachers
include sharing knowledge with other teachers, less teacher isolation, improved
classroom discipline, and feeling more meaningful to the students by helping
them make sense of the changing world.
One of the biggest challenges of implementing an integrated,
interdisciplinary team approach is time. Time is needed for team members to
work together in creating a meaningful curriculum. Other challenges include
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avoiding the Potpourri and Polarity problems, working with team member
differences, and dealing with the many administrative demands of the teams'
needs. Teachers need to weigh the benefits and challenges of working in
interdisciplinary teams and work together to identify what they can do to ·
provide the best educational experience possible for their middle level students.

CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES

Introduction
In the spring of 1995, the West Valley (\NA) School District organized a
committee to oversee the training of the staff for the new middle school
scheduled to open in the fall of 1996. A middle school summer institute was
planned for three days in August for all potential middle school staff. The
institute consisted of guest speakers from Mill Pond Intermediate School in
Yelm, Washington where the characteristics of true middle level education
were in practice. One of the points emphasized in several presentations was
the process of planning and implementing thematic, interdisciplinary curricula.
In October of 1995, potential middle school staff attended the annual
conference of the Washington State Association for Middle Level Education
(\NSAMLE). Once again, the presenters emphasized the need for developing
and implementing an effective interdisciplinary curriculum in order to meet the
unique needs of the middle level learner.
The purpose of the project was to create a team-taught interdisciplinary
curriculum that provided opportunities for the students to discuss and analyze
current issues in our society that affect their lives. To achieve this goal, the
district curriculum guidelines from Language Arts, Math, Social Studies, and
Science were organized around three themes. The themes dealt with issues
22
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concerning the environment, space exploration, and cultural diversity. The
interdisciplinary curriculum was to be implemented by a sixth grade, fourperson team of teachers at the newly opened West Valley Middle School.

Format
Each theme was built around one theme statement and several main
concepts that could be integrated throughout the quarter in a variety of classes.
Each discipline contributed to the process of reaching the curriculum goals.
The format used in this project as an overview for each theme includes
the following:

(

•

Theme Statement

•

Main Concepts

•

Curriculum Connections

•

Assessment Alternatives

The sections that include the Theme Statement and Main Concepts
provide the sequence of content for each quarter's theme. The Curriculum
Connections section outlines the planned integrated relationships among the
different disciplines. Finally, the section on Assessment Alternatives presents
several different methods of assessing the learner in a variety of settings.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE INTERDISCIPLINARY CURRICULUM

In this chapter the three themes will be explained in detail. The three
themes are: Survive on Planet Earth, Day and Night, and Diversity ofLife.
Each theme has a broad theme statement and several, more specific, supporting
concepts. These concepts drive the integrated cmriculum and are the
framework for what happens every day of the quarter. A description of what
each classroom teacher does in each theme is included to illustrate the
intentional connections between disciplines. The themes p1imarily involve
social studies, science, and language aiis, although there are a few connections
with the math teacher throughout the year. Sample lesson plans of specific
skills taught throughout each theme are included in Appendix A.
Following a description of the curriculmn connections, ideas for
assessing student progress is included. In addition to regular tests, quizzes, and
daily assignments, students keep an editorial portfolio throughout the entire
year. This portfolio is a spiral notebook in which the students regularly write
their opinions about social issues related to the theme. Sample journal topics
from each theme are included in Appendix B.
Another assessment method used in each quaiier involves student-led
projects. The students are asked to develop and create a project that relates to
the theme. The students meet with the teacher to finalize their project plan and
24
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present it to the class when it is completed. Ideas for projects related to each
theme are included in Appendix C.
One final assessment alternative that is used each quarter is participating
in an interactive event. Each theme provides an opportunity for students to
assume the role of another person in our society and explore a variety of
opinions dealing with current social issues. The students are asked to make
decisions about what they think is best for our society.
In review, this chapter includes the following information for each
theme:
•

the theme statement with several supporting concepts

•

a description of the curricular connections between disciplines

•

an outline and summary of the cuhninating interactive event.

Finally, Appendix A contains sample lesson plans, Appendix B has
sample journal topics, and Appendix C lists sample project ideas for each
theme.

26

'' Survive On Planet
Earth''
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"Survive On Planet Earth"
Theme Statement
We live in a very balanced, organized, and interactive
world, and we need to learn how to survive in it!
Concept #1
Every organism is a member of a species. We are part of the human
species. Our population includes the humans who live in Yakima. We are
part of a community where interaction with other species occurs.
Concept #2
Our ecosystem includes all the interacting living and non-living
things in any specific area. Examples include desk, classroom, school,
community, neighborhood, bedroom, home (habitat), city, state, country,
hemisphere, world, universe, etc.
Concept #3
We can live in a stable system only if everything in the ecosystem is
balanced. In order to have balance, we need a constant flow of nutrients
and energy.
Concept #4
In order to maintain a stable system in any specific ecosystem,
every member of that system must fulfill a certain duty or job called a
niche.
Concept #5
Any change in an ecosystem can cause it to become unstable and
members need to adapt to survive.
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Curriculum Connections
Science

The students in Science begin by studying differnnt organisms and .
species. The teacher primarily focuses on non-human organisms such as
plants and animals. Ecosystems are introduced and the idea of balance
and stability are explored. The students examine the critical roles that
each member of an ecosystem fulfills by designing an aquarium that has
the appropriate size and contents for the species of fish they are given.
The students prepare extensively for a week-long environmental
camp in the mountains by studying water quality at a nearby river and
communicating the results of their sh1dies to other classrooms over the
internet. The students also learn the drastic effect of change in a balanced
ecosystem.

Language Arts
The focus of the Language Arts class during this theme is writing a
personal narrative and reading literahlfe from the realistic fiction genre
dealing with stories of survival. For example, the students read The River
which is a personal narrative survival novel. Throughout the novel, the
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students are introduced to the basic literary elements of ordering, plot,
characterization, setting, theme, geme, point of view, and dialogue.
During writer's workshop, the students work on stories of survival in
different settings like the mountains, a desert island, etc. The students
construct a "Camp Cispus Survival Notebook" in which they record
everything they can about the week's experience.

Social Sh1dies

In Social Studies, the sh1dents focus on the human organism and its
interaction with the environment. Initially, time is spent preparing for the
environmental camp by learning wilderness survival skills. Groups of
students use problem solving skills to determine what their most important
needs are in a variety of emergency situations. Furthermore, the students
learn the basic parts of a map--scale, orientation, and key. In addition,
cardinal and intermediate directions and the principles of latitude and
longitude are reviewed.
Human ecosystems such as a classroom, school, bedroom, home,
and neighborhood are explored to emphasize the idea that humans interact
with their environment just like non-human organisms. Maps are made of
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these different ecosystems and are shared with each other. A variety of
maps are studied and the purpose of each type of map is discussed.
Near the end of the term, the students participate in the interactive
town council to put their thoughts about the environment into a real-life
situation. Following the town council and some review of main concepts,
the last day of the term is spent sharing term projects that the students
complete on their own. Several lists (see Appendix C) are posted in the
classroom about three weeks before the end of the term for students to get
ideas about.a project that deals with the term theme. The students meet
briefly with the teacher before or after school if they have questions.

Interactive Event
A common recommendation for teaching students at the middle
level is to provide opportunities to simulate real-life events. Many articles
mentioned the need for middle level students to connect their learning with
the real world since they are at a time in life where they are just beginning
to make sense of their place in society. Furthermore, personal experience
has shown that students this age really enjoy becoming "someone else".
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Town Council
The interactive event for this theme simulates a local city's town
council. Each group of four to five students is assigned a role in the
community. The issue to discuss is that a housing developer has requested
to turn a local community park into condominiums. Several days are spent
creating a character sheet about the person they will portray during the
town council. During this process, each member of the group must also
decide on one unique, specific reason (consistent with their character
profile) to support or oppose the builder's request.
After the students have developed their characters and have
practiced their convincing statements, the town council is held. A row of
desks forms a nice council table and a desk or podium is placed nearby.
First the town council introduces themselves, then each group takes a turn.
Every member of the group shares his/her "story" and tries to encourage
the members of the town council to vote for their side. After each group
has presented, the town council can ask any questions before leaving the
room to deliberate. When they are done, the council returns to the room
and states their decision. The next day is spent talking about the pros and
cons as well as exploring different options that are available. It is also fun
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to video tape the council day and review the arguments together. The
following sheet summarizes each group and can be copied, cut, and passed
out to get the students started.
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TOWN COUNCIL
Homeowners Association
You are people who own houses near the park and are worried that a
condominium complex would bring too much traffic to your area and are
even concerned about overorowding in your children's school.

Condominium Developers -- -You want to build a multi-family condominium complex where the park is
so that there is a nice place for many more families to live in the area.
You think there are plenty of parks in the city which are not too far away.

Environmental Group
You think the park is a place of beauty and nahlfal harmony and that
constructing the complex will destroy the trees, the pond, and the habitat
of ducks, geese, and other wild animals. You want to protect the beautiful
environment.

Condominiu1n Buyers
You want to move into the area because it is a nice neighborhood to live in
and there aren't many homes for rent or for sale. You don't think an
environmental group should block a growing neighborhood just to save a
few trees and animals.

Town Council
You are a member of the town council that has to decide what happens.
You have no relations or ties to anyone in the other special groups. You
must try to objectively listen to the different groups, ask a lot of questions,
and hopefully design a plan that will be the best for all.

Park People
You are a group of people who often use the park for picnics, parties, and
relaxation. Your group also includes the people who work at the park and
who will lose those jobs if the park is destroyed. You think it is important
to have a park and playground for children and adults to enjoy.
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''Day and Night''
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"Day and Night"
Theme Statement
Light divides our life into Day and Night. In the Day we
interact with the sun, which affects our seasons, weather,
climate, and time. In the Night, we explore the moon,
the stars, the planets, and the universe.
Concept #1
The movement and tilt of our earth affect our seasons, weather,
climate, and time.
Concept #2
Our earth, with its one moon, is the 3rd planet from the sun in our
Solar System. Our Solar System is just a small part of an enormous spiral
galaxy, called the Milky Way Galaxy. The galaxy is a small part of an
even larger universe, which contains millions of stars.
Concept #3
The light we receive from our sun is vital to our life on earth. Light
is made of waves of energy.
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Curriculum Connections
Science
This term's theme has a great deal of science connections. Each
student constructs a model paper space shuttle from NASA and shares the
results oftest flights and other information over the internet. Chemistry
concepts are introduced in order to explain the life cycle of a star,
including our own sun. The students each research a different planet and
use the information in their Language Arts class. Furthermore, the
students study the properties of light and the different components of the
electromagnetic spectn1m. Experiments are performed by the teacher and
students to explore the properties of reflection and refraction. The
distances between planets are also modeled by assigning different students
to be different parts of the universe and creating a smaller scale that is
replicated on the playground.

Language Arts
The main writing style of this quarter is a compare and contrast
paper. The students, after researching their own planet, join with a partner
with a different planet to teach each other about the two planets. Then
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each student writes their own compare and contrast paper on those two
planets. As a concluding project, each student designs an "alien" that
could live on their planet of study. These "aliens" need to show the
appropriate adaptations necessary to survive the conditions on its
particular planet.
The main literature connection this term involves the geme of
fantasy and science fiction. Each student self-selects a novel from this
geme as well as having the opporttmity to read many fables, myths, and
legends dealing with the theme--such as the origin of universe, star
constellations, causes of weather, history of the world, etc.

There is an excellent integration with the math classes during this
theme. It is called Project Polaris by Interact and it is a mathematical
estimation/measurement activity simulating a trip around the universe.
Each day the students embark to a different stellar constellation and each
group of students must make a series of estimations in order to move on.
Example includes things such as how many paper clips cover their math
book or how many times can a person say the alphabet in 30 seconds.
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The students practice a great deal of estimating in areas of distance,
weight, size, number, time, and more. ~er each estimation, the students
then find the actual number by appropriately measuring it and then they
calculate the absolute difference between their estimation and the actual
measurement. The teacher gives out StarBucks according to how close
the two numbers are. At the end of the space voyage, the student arrive at
the north star, Polaris, and are instructed to build a space station. The
pieces for their space station are geometric shapes--the square, trapezoid,
triangle, rectangle, and hexagon. Each shape has a different cost so the
student need to optimize their money and buy as many pieces as they can.
The concluding activity is to actually have each group build their stations
and find ways to connect them all together into a massive geometric space
station.

Social Studies
The curriculum connections for Social Studies begin with a look at
different weather and climate types. The students keep track of the daily
weather through newspaper and internet and become familiar with the four
main conditions of the atmosphere and some of the tools to measure them,
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namely, precipitation (rain gauge), humidity (hygrometer), pressure
(barometer), and temperature (thermome~er). The students also learn
different climate zones like arid, frigid, tropical, and temperate. One big
activity this quarter is to construct a natural disaster brochure. Each
student researches a natural disaster of their choice and designs the best
way to present the information in a brochure format (see Appendix A for a
detailed description).
After the section on weather, the focus in Social Studies is on the
moon and the different components of time keeping. The earth's
movements of rotation and revolution are explored as these motions cause
the day/night cycle, the changing seasons, and the way our calendar is
constructed. The students create their own flip books after researching a
great deal of information about time and the moon (see Appendix A for a
detailed description).
There are multiple connections to Language Arts, Science, and
Math through Social Studies. The students discuss how the things they
have learned in other classes affect the society in which we live to help tie
together the idea that skills and knowledge can (and should be) transferred
from one subject to another.
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Interactive Event
U.S Congress
The interactive event for this quarter's theme is holding a mock
Congress. The main tie to the theme is for students to decide how
important space exploration is compared to other needs of our
government.
Each student in the class is assigned to be either a member of the
House of Representative or the Senate and belong to one of two political
parties named Jupiter and Satun1 (see page 45). The students are given
time to create a character sheet that explains who they are, what is their
family like, what state they represent, what hobbies and interests they
have, what job/career they had before being elected, and some reasons
why they chose to run for elected office. Each student should make a
large name tag that says their title, last name, political party, and state
such as "Rep. Tanner J-(NY)".
Arrange the desks or tables into four large sections. One side of the
room should be senators from both parties and the other should be
representatives from both parties. Call the session of congress to order
and allow each student to introduce themselves to the rest of the delegates.
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Ask everyone to address each other by their appropriate title as members
of the House and Senate. Depending on.how extensive tl1e congress
experience will be, students may next elect party leaders in the house and
senate who might act as roll callers and speakers for their groups.
The next stage of congress is to explain to the delegates that their
primary item of business is to decide on an appropriate budget for the next
year. Choose an amount such as $90 million and present 7-8 different
areas of government that need to be funded. Here are some examples:
•

Environmental Protection Agency--money needed to protect and
preserve things such as national parks, clean water, endangered
species, etc.

•

Law Enforcement--money needed for police officers, crime
prevention, dn1g enforcement, FBI, etc.

•

Justice Department--money needed for district attorneys to
prosecute criminals, judges to judge the cases, and prisons to house
tl1e criminals

•

Welfare--money needed to help those who are poor, unemployed,
disabled, needy elderly, homeless, or those that can't seem to
survive on their own
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Education--money needed for schools to teach people skills and
knowledge necessary to be productive citizens
•

Medical Research--money needed to continue researching cures to
illnesses such as cancer, AIDS, etc. as well as approving drugs that
already have been found to help with certain diseases

•

Military/Foreign Relations--money needed to support those who are
defending the safety of our country as well as efforts to keep peace
in other lands and make friendly relationships with other countries

•

Space Exploration--money to expand the search for information
about our universe with all its planets and moons as well as
improving/maintaining space stations, etc.
Let each delegate have some individual time to think about how

they want to divide up the $90 million and have them write down his/her
proposed budget using whole number amounts only. The delegates should
be reminded to consider in their decisions the state they come from and
political party they represent as well as their personal opinions.
After each delegate has had time to think of their own budget, have
them share with the rest of the members of their group with the assignment
to come to an agreement on the one budget that they will present to the
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other members of Congress. When each of the four groups are done
(Senators and Representatives from bothparties), allow 1-2 students to
present their group's budget to the class. Have them write the categories
and the proposed dollar amom1t on the board and explain why they have
decided on those numbers. When all four budget proposals are on the
board, open the floor for discussion and questions.
The next stage is to narrow down to one budget that will go through
the final adjustment. One way is to average the four budgets. Another
way would be to have the delegates vote for one, keep the top two votereceiving budgets and vote again between those two. The budget that
wins is far from final!
Once one budget has been accepted as the basic starting point, use a
democratic process to allow the delegates to propose changes. For
example, one delegate takes the floor and says, "I move we take $10
million from the environment and put it into education." Someone else
needs to second the motion. If seconded, the teacher should say, "You
may speak to your motion." The sh1dent explains why he/she thinks there
needs to be change. Then the floor is open to speak for or against the

(

motion. After several statements have been given, the debate should close
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(it can be voted to keep open it the students want to) and the motion needs
to be voted upon. Majority vote means the change should take place.
Continue until the Congress seems like it might be ready to vote on
the final budget. The final budget should be counted in groups and then
tallied together as an entire assembly. In order for the final budget to pass,
there needs to be a 2/3 majority. Ifit passes, celebrate and congratulate
each other! If not, the budget goes back to the floor for more discussion
and debate. If the final budget does not pass and there is no time for more
discussion, explain that the government might need to be shut down until a
compromise is made! Emphasize that it really is important to give and
take!
There are a lot of discussions that can come from this experience.
The day following the vote on the budget could be spent in de-briefing or
introducing current budgets or proposals from the newspaper. State
budgets might also be currently in debate and some letters about certain
issues affecting the students could be written to the local representatives
and tl1e state senators. If appropriate, a lesson on the checks and balances
of our government would be a nice extension as well as introducing the
main political differences between Republicans and Democrats.
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House of Representatives
•
•

Term is for 2 years
The number of representatives from each state depends on the size
of population

Senate
•
•

Term is for 6 years
There are two senators from every state regardless of the size of
population.

Political Party Saturn
Your political party usually
supports decisions that focus on
what is best for the society as a
whole. Everyone in the society
needs to be concerned about
helping everyone else succeed.

Political Party Jupiter
Your political party usually
supports decisions that focus on
what is best for the individual.
Each person is responsible for
their own success or failure.
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''Diversity of Life''
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"Diversity of Life"
Theme Statement
Everybody in this world is different due to their
individual genetic make-up. North America, which is
part of the Western Hemisphere, has many different
types of people ranging from the Eskimos of northern
Canada to the bullfighters of Mexico.
Concept #1
Every living thing on earth has a unique DNA code and the ability
to: grow, reproduce, consume energy, use energy, release wastes, respond
to change.
Concept #2
The Western Hemisphere is also known as "The Americas" because
it includes the North and South American continents. North America
refers to Canada, USA, and Mexico.
Concept #3
Canada was settled by early French and British colonists. It is one
of the largest and most diverse countries in the world. Its 10 provinces
and 2 territories have many different people, languages, cultures, and
climates.
Concept #4
Mexico is part of Latin America. Spanish is the most common
language in all of its 31 states since the Mayan and Aztec civilizations
were conquered by the explorers from Spain.
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Curriculum Connections
Science
The stude11ts main focus of study i.n Science during this theme is on
genetics. The structure of DNA is studied and the students make paper
replicas of a DNA strand with the connecting parts all accurate. Dominant
and recessive genes are studied, compared, and documented.
Asexual/sexual reproduction is presented from the perspective of plants
and animals and their offspring.
Language Arts
The reading/writing connection this qi.1arter includes a descriptive
paper, symbolic alphabet writing, and a persuasive letter. As the students
focus on the different traits of humans, plants, and animals, they are given
the assignment to write a descriptive paper about a topic of their choice.
They include a variety of descriptive words and phrases to portray the
image to the reader. The students also invent their own symbolic language
related to examples they take :from studying the lost civilizations of
Mexico. Finally, a letter is written in an attempt to persuade someone to
do something.
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Social Studies
The literature connection comes from Social Studies this quarter.
Each student is assigned to be a member of an ethnic minority sub-culture
of the United States. Every student chooses a novel to read from their
new ethnic group which includes novels about people in their group or
novels written by members of that particular ethnicity. Furthermore, the
students choose a famous person from their groups and complete a
biographical sketch on him/her.
Another activity during this theme is called Trait Detective (see
Appendix A for details). The students become skilled at narrowing down
clues and asking the right kinds of questions.
As the term progresses, the students are exposed to cultural
differences beyond the U.S. into the countries of Canada and Mexico.
The interrelationships of these countries are explored by looking at the
things in our culture that have been inherited from Canada or Mexico.
The students are then assigned to choose three provinces from Canada and
asked to research them and design an attractive postcard encouraging
people to visit their province (see Appendix A).
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After Canada, the students study Mexico. One extensive activity is
to create a time line of the history of independence in Mexico. Each
student becomes an expert in one part of the history to share with the rest
of their group.
Group Member #1 The First Mexican Revolution
1810-1821 Mexican Revolution against the Spanish rule
•
Begins with Father Hidalgo in Dolores with a powerful
speech in his church called the "Grito de Dolores" (Cry
of Dolores). Spanish rule keeps people poor,
organized secret groups, started the revolution on
September 16, 1810
•
Hidalgo caught and killed in 1811 as Mexico's first
revolutionary hero. Father Morelos took over, but was
killed in 1815
•
Iturbide changed from a Spanish commander to a rebel
and wrote the Plan de Iguala and defeated Spain in
1821
Group Member #2 Mexico's Borders change
1823-1853 Borders of Mexico changed drastically with Santa Anna as an
over-powerful dictator
•
The area of Texas rebelled because many U.S. citizens
had moved there and didn't want to be controlled by
Mexico
•
Santa Anna attacked the "Alamo" in Febn1ary, 1836 in
San Antonio and killed everyone there including Davy
Crockett and Jim Bowie
•
In April 1836, Santa Anna was captured in a surprise
attack by Sam Houston and traded Texas for his
freedom. Texas later became the 28th state in 1845.
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•

U.S. and Mexico began a war over the western land.
In September of 1847_ the U.S. won the war and gained
the land. Mexico later sold a small part of land to the
U.S. in 1853.

Group Member #3 The Leadership of President Juarez and the Control of
Diaz
1857-1872 Benito Juarez made great improvements with Mexico's laws
•
Many rebellions and wars occurred during this time
•

The French and Napoleon even controlled Mexico for
five years through the Emperor Maximilian. Juarez
died as president in 1872 and is remembered as a great
patriot of Mexico.

187 6-1911 Porfirio Diaz ruled powerfully
•
Forced the country to be peacefol; Rich got richer and
the poor got poorer; No one could overcome Diaz.
He served as President for 35 years.
Group Member #4 Mexico's Second Revolution
1910-1920 Madero began Mexico's Second Revolution
•
He wrote a book against Diaz saying his rule kept the
people poor Gust like Hidalgo said about Spain) and
was elected president in 1911
•

Emiliano Zapata and Pancho Villa were rebels fighting
to help the poor

•

Madero was later killed and Venustiano Carranza
wrote a New Constih1tion for Mexico. Mexico still
only has one main political party, the PRl.
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Following the study of the diversity among people and history in
North America, the students participate in the concluding interactive
event.

Interactive Event
U.S. Supreme Court
The interactive event for this theme is a mock supreme court to hear
arguments for and against genetic engineering and cloning. The sh1dents
are divided into four groups:
Judges--this group should have an odd number like 7 or 9

(
Scientists--this group should have 2-3
For--half of the remaining students
Against--the other half of the remaining students
First, have each student create a character sheet about the roleperson they are to become. This character sheet should include their
name, age, family situation, career (and reason they chose it), hometown,
and their hobbies.
The next task is for each group to meet together and decide on one
specific statement for each person to give in connection to their group.
The judges could make a list of all the pros and cons they can think of so
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that during the speeches they can highlight the ones discussed in order to
declare a winner. The scientists are the ones responsible for defining what
genetic engineering and cloning mean. The group might have each
scientist talk about one area like human, plants, and animals. Scientists
should not take sides, but should tell the judges information they need to
make an educated decision. Each member of the for and against group
should focus on a different area of benefits or concerns.
Once each group has had enough time to create their character
sheets and practice their argmnents, set up the room to have the panel of

(

judges in the front with a podium in front for the speakers. Begin by
calling the court to order and let each judge introduce themselves. Then
let the scientist group present next. Flip a coin to see who speaks first
between the for and against groups. If time, let the judges ask questions
before the court is in recess and the judges leave to make their decision.

CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

Summru:y
The intent of the project was to provide other teachers with an
educationally smmd, student-centered curriculum that focused on two
important characteristics of a middle level school--team teaching and
interdisciplinary units. This is my second year teaching this exact curriculum
and it has been extremely successful. One student wrote in his journal that the
first time we talked about news stories he thought it would be boring, but by
the end of the year he really liked discussing current events. I think that this
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'

curricular approach of tying learning to current social issues gives students a
real life connection to what they learn in class.
Last year I team taught with another teacher in a self-contained
elementary 6th grade. This year I am part of a team of four teachers at a new
middle school where we chose to implement this curriculum; so I have
experienced the flexibility of it.
One aspect of team teaching that has been most enjoyable is the ability
to share ideas with other teachers. During team meetings we have been able to
talk about how students are doing as well as spend time evaluating and
improving our curriculum. We map out ideas for several weeks and try to align
the content with each other's classes.
54
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Some people think that issues in our society should not be presented to
students as young as the sixth grade. I disagree. It is a time in life that they are
just beginning to analyze critically the world around them and are already
forming opinions about rights, responsibility, justice, fairness, etc. I like
having the students have a reason to learn the content information. It helps
them make more informed decisions! In this way the students get to feel a part
of society and can see the value in leaining.
The activity I enjoy most is each te1m's interactive event. The students
seem to get so involved in creating a new character and wiiting persuasive
statements in line with their characters. The town council event was so real
(

'

that many students thought they were going to lose their favorite park! My
favorite event this year was the budget debate. It really made it easy to talk
about the U.S. Congressional Budget proposal and the line-item veto power of
the President. Once the final budget was passed by the President, the students
really seemed to understand the amount of money the different pro grains
received. Furthermore, the topic was easily reviewed later in the year when the
state legislature and governor went through the process of debating, changing,
compromising and passing a final state budget.
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Recommendations
I recommend that teachers try to find a way to include cmrent issues
into their mainstream cmriculum. News stories, government law proposals,
local debates, and other items can all make learning a little more meaningful.
In addition, it is extremely imp01iant for the teacher to recognize what
issues might not be well received in the community and it is even more
important for the teacher to really stay neutral on all issues. The teacher's role
in discussing social issues should be that of educating the students by posing
legitimate arguments for both sides. Middle level students are quick to find in
other people their biases, stereotypes, and unfairness.. (It is much harder for
them to recognize their own.)
Another interesting thought I learned during the theme of diversity was
during a parent conference. The parent was .concerned that the class had been
separated into ethnic groups. She said that by pointing them out and studying
each group separately we were promoting differences and thereby supporting
discriminatory beliefs. She suggested that as a concluding activity I discuss
with the students that even though we are all different, we are all humans and
we all live in this country together. I took her suggestion when we finished the
unit and it really helped to bring closure by uniting the class again.
One concern this same parent brought up should be mentioned as well.
She felt that focusing too much on current social issues and too little on history
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would create hot-button students who would not have the historical perspective
to understand the real nature of the social problem. She feared that the internet
would make daily information so accessible that the lessons learned by those
before us would very easily he forgotten. Tthink she has a valid point. Issues
in our society need to be looked at through a current as well as an historical
perspective.

Conclusions
I am continually improving the activities and lessons dealing with this
curriculum. It is easily adapted for whatever content since these issues are
continually available for discussion. Some of the improvements that are
needed include finding ways to assess the participation in the interactive events
as well as holding each student accountable for learning from the presentations
of others.
The students really seem to enjoy having the same overall theme for all
their classes and they often find connections between subject matter that were
never even planned! Furthermore, the students seem to like the closure that
each new theme brings. These experiences show me that true learning
definitely happens best when the concepts being learned relate to each other
and when education connects student learning to real life issues.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE LESSON PLANS

'' Survive On Planet
Earth''
Lesson Plans

"Survive On Planet Earth"
Objective:

The students will use the four cardinal directions and the four
intermediate directions in order to guide another person
around the room.

Materials:

Several small balls or objects
Several blindfolds or cloths
Tape
Cards that have written:
N, S, E, W, NE, NW, SE, SW

Method:

One of the essential parts of a map is the compass rose which
tells how the map is oriented. The four basic, or cardinal,
directions are north, south, east, and west. The four
intermediate directions are NW, NE, SW, and SE. Have the
students (either individually, with a group, or whole class)
figure out where each directional card should be taped to the
wall.
Once all the cards are in the appropriate wall, have a student
put on a blindfold while another student places the ball
somewhere in the classroom. Let the blindfolded student
choose a guide to help him/her locate the ball. The guide
cannot touch the student or say the words right, left, forward,
backward. The guide must use the cardinal and intermediate
directions. For example, "Go three steps North. Tum East.
Take 4 steps. Tum SE and take 5 steps" and so on. After
some practice, the directional cards could be taken down to
test the guide's knowledge as well. One alternative is to have
each group conduct the same activity themselves. As an
extension, the students could draw or make an eight-point
compass rose and label all the directions.

"Survive On Planet Earth"
Objective:

The students will find the di.stance between two places using
the scale from several different types of maps.

Materials:

8-10 different types of maps (city, local, state, national, etc.)
strips of scratch paper
paper/pencil

Method:

Finding the distance between to places on a map is an
important skill. First demonstrate to the class that one way to
find the approximate distance is to place the edge of a strip of
paper on the map and make a mark for each place on the
map. Then find the key with the scale chart and measure the
distance between the marks. Another way to do it is to
measure the distance with a ruler and mathematically
calculate the distance according to the ratio given below the
scale (i.e: 1 in= 25 miles).
Once the students seem to understand the process of using
the scale, place the many different maps around the room and
instruct the students to do the following:
•
Use at least four different types of maps
•
Find the distance between three pairs of places
on each map (write down the names of the two
places, the distance, and which map was used)
•
Use both ways of finding scale at least one time
As a closure discussion, point out that two different maps of
the same area might have a slightly different scale and tl1e
approximate distances might vary a bit. Encourage the
students to try finding the scale at home next time they take a
trip with their family. As an extension, the students could be
assigned to plan a trip with a $50 budget which would
introduce them to calculating miles per gallon.

"Survive On Planet Earth"
Objective:

The students will apply basi.c geographical terms to their own
classroom and will make an outline of information.

Materials:

a copy of the location information outline for each student
drawing paper
scratch paper
paper/pencil
measuring instmments

Method:

As a class, discuss each section on tl1e outline. For the first
section, choose an official name of the classroom (room
number, name of class, etc.) then list some names the class is
commonly called.
For the next section, assign each group of students to
measure a section of the room. Groups could measure each
wall, tl1e windows, the furniture, etc. Then try to decide on a
"land size" for tl1e classroom. Next, think creatively how the
words of topography and climate might apply to the
classroom. Carpet, sheetrock, tile, wood, metal, etc. as well
as classroom temperature and nahJral disasters (tripping, n1g
btlfllS, put-downs, etc.). Then find the geographic
coordinates of the area and list what the in!fnediate neighbors
of the classroom are.
For the people section, count the students in the class. Then
for tl1e types of job and culhJre section, have the students
create several different surveys to perform in class. For
example, a sh1dent might choose to stJrVey what is the
favorite sport in the class. He/she would write four or five
sports on a scratch paper and ask all the students in the class
to choose one and mark it on the sheet. At the same time, all
the students could be conducting their own surveys and
gathering different information. When tl1e survey time is
over, summarize the information and put it on the outline.

According to the make-up of the classroom, decide what
government branches there are. Then discuss what major
events have happened in the classroom and list them on the
outline. Pass out the drawing paper and instruct the students
to create thier own classroom money sample. Then have
them design a flag for the classroom and write several verses
for a classroom anthem (maybe some might even be willing
to sing it for the class). Talk about who the leaders are in the
class, what is thier title, etc. Then decide what would be the
capital city and other cities in the classroom (might be the
teachers desk as capital and student table names might be
cities).
The last section introduces the students to terms often found
in almanacs. Discuss briefly how these terms apply to the
classroom.
A nice finish to this activity is to have the students type tlus
outline on the computer as a finish,::d product. Some other
extensions might be to have the students create this outline
based on information about their bedroom or home. It might
also be appropriate to apply this outline to the whole school
and exanune the make-up of the school.

Location Information Outline
1 Name of Location
A. Official
B. Common
II. Land

A. Size
1. Land area in sq. miles (rounded)
2. Rank compared to others around them
B. Topography
1. Different types of land
2. Most common land feature
C. Climate
1. Type of climate
2. Seasonal temperah1res
3. Amount of precipitation
4. Common nah1ral disasters
D. Location
1. Approximate geographic coordinates
2. Neighbors to the north, south, east, and west

III. People
A. Population
1. Most current population (rounded)
2. Population density (people per sq. mile)
3. Common types of jobs
B. Culhlfe
1. Official language and other languages
2. Ethnicity
3. Relationship with neighboring areas
4. Sports and Entertainment

IV. Government
A. Type of Government
1. Different branches of power
2. Important historical and current events

3. Type of money
4. Describe the flag and its symbols and the name of the
National Anthem
B. Government Leaders
1. Official titles of leaders
2. Name of top current leader(s)
3. Where they live
C. Capital and other major cities

V. For Your Information (FYI)
A. Number of Radios, TVs, and telephones per person
B. Physicians per person
C. Age Distribution
1. Age groups that has the most and least people
2. Life expectancy for males and females
3. Infant Mortality Rate (lMR)
D. Famous people, places, or things

''Day and Night''
Lesson Plans

11

Day and Night 11

Objective:

The students will create a brochure about a natural disaster of
their choice. The brochure will explain what the disaster is,
where and when they typically occur, and any safety
recommendations for anyone experiencing that particular
disaster.

Materials:

Reference materials
note paper and pen/pencil
construction paper

Method:

The students need to choose a natural disaster to study
(tornado, earthquake, volcano, floods, droughts, etc.).
Prepare the students to write notes concerning information in
these four areas:
-- explaining what the disaster is
-- identifying where the disaster normally occurs
-- charting when the disasters are most common
-- recommendations for safety during the disaster
After the notes are done, have the students briefly sketch out
a rough draft fonn of their "Natural Disaster Brochure".
Then pass out one piece of constn1ction paper for each
student and have them fold in into thirds like a pamphlet.
Explain that the front needs to be an eye-catching title page
and the three "pages" inside include what, where, and when,
and finally have the recommendations on the back.
One additional feahtre that really improves the quality of the
brochure is to ask the students to re-write some of written
information is a visual chart, map, graph, or picture so that
the reader can learn from both written and visual information.

'
'\.
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"Day and Night"

1

Objective:

The students will create a flip book about the moon and the
concept of time.

Materials:

Reference materials
note paper and pen/pencil
constn1ction paper

Method:

One-half of the students are given an outline (see following
page) to guide their research on time. The other half needs
the outline for studying the moon. After 3-4 days, switch the
assignments so that everyone has studied both sections.
When the notes are done, give each student a large piece of
construction paper and have them cut it into fourths. Stack
the four strips of paper and stagger the edges. Fold in half so
that the ends of the sheets align in equal sections. Label each
"tab" as corresponds to the 7 sections of notes. Leave the
front page blank to be used as a title page. Remind the
students to use visual information such as charts, maps,
graphs, pictures, etc. so that the reader can learn from both
written and visual information. Here is a sample flip book:

Title Page
Tab 1
Tab2
Tab 3
Tab4
Tab 5
Tab 6
Tab 7

TIME IIBEPING RESEARCH
Name: - - - - - - I. History of time keeping
A. What are some different types oftinie pieces people have used to keep
track of time?
B. How are ways that people have used the sun, the moon or the stars for time

. ?
k eepmg.

II. History of our current calendar system
A. From where did we get the names of the months or days of the week?
B. Compare our calendar to the Egyptian and Greek calendars.
C. What does A.D. and B.C. mean? When did we start using them?
III. Time zones
A. How is the world divided up into time zones? How about the U.S.A.?
B. Why do we need time zones? What event made U.S. time zones needed?
C. Describe where time begins each day and where it ends. Why?
IV. Other cultural calendars
A. Compare our calendar to other cultures (Chinese, Islamic, Jewish,
Mayan/Aztec, etc.)

MOON RESEARCH
Name: - - - - - - I. Basic Facts about the Moon
A. What is it like (size, weight, surface, distance from earth, gravity level?
B. Where did it come from? How many moons do other planets have?
C. What is a tide? What causes tides? Where are tides? What are tidepools?
D. What is the orbit of the moon? Why does it stay in orbit?
II. Apollo
A.
B.
C.

Trips to the Moon
Which Apollo mission first orbited the moon? When? Who was in it?
Which Apollo mission first landed on the moon? When? Who was in it?
Which Apollo missions had troubles? What happened?

III. Phases of the Moon
A. Why does the moon shine? Why does the moon have different phases?
B. What are the different phases of the moon? How long is one full cycle?
C. What are some different myths about the moon?

"Day and Night"
Objective:

The students will work as a.group to prioritize items on a list
of supplies for a trip. across the moon.

Materials:

pen/pencil
one copy of "Moon Landing" for each group of 2-3 students

Method:

Pass out one "Moon Landing" sheet to each group and have
the students read and follow the_ instructions (see following
page). The students need to rank the importance of each item
on the list (1-15) and to provide reasons why each item is
more (or less) important than the others. After they are done,
read the ranking and explanation for each item and have the
students calculate the difference between their rankings and
NASA's (see below).
Rank and a POSSIBLE Reasons for the ranking:
1. oxygen--the most critical survival need
2. water--to restore water loss from heat exposure
3. constellation map--main means of navigation
4. food--for strength and energy (not as critical as oxygen an
water)
5. solar-powered FM transceiver--for line of sight
communication with ship
6. rope--lunar mountain climbing and traversing crevasses
7. first-aid kit with injection needles--injuries/medicine
administration
8. parachute--protection from the sun
9. raft--carry supplies or any injured people (large load
possible because of moon's gravity
10. flares--propulsive device to fly over obstn1ctions
11. pistol--propulsive device to fly over obstructions
12. milk--heavy and bulky source of energy
13. heater--not needed on light side of the moon
14. compass--useless without earth's polar magnetic fields
15. matches--cannot burn without oxygen

Lost on the Moon
Your space crew has crash-landed on the lighted surface of the moon.
Your mother ship is waiting for you 200 miles away. The only things
available after the crash arc the following 15 items. With your group, look
through all of the supplies you have and decide which are the most
important for your survival. Rank every item (1-15) based on its
importance to you in your attempt to reach the mother ship.
a box of matches
---

some food concentrate

_ _ _ 50 feet of nylon rope
_ _ _ a parachute
a portable heating unit
_ _ _ two pistols with bullets
one case of dehydrated milk
two I 00 lb. oxygen tanks
moon constellation map
inflatable life raft
magnetic compass
_ _ _ five gallons of water
signal flares
first-aid kit with injection needles
_ _ _solar-powered FM transceiver

''Diversity of Life''
Lesson Plans

"Diversity of Life"
Objective:

The students will design an ?-ttractive and informational
postcard for three different Canadian provinces based on the
basic information taken from their outline notes.

Materials:

Location Information Outline
Reference materials
note paper and pen/pencil
colored pencils, markers, or crayons
white construction paper cut to postcard size

Method:

After an introduction to Canada and its provinces, ask the
students to use their location information outline as a note
guide to gather infonnation on three different provinces that
the student chooses. They should keep their notes organized
so they can use them la_ter.
Once the students have had enough time to research, have
them write a rough draft letter to someone they know as if
they were in the province they had studied. In other words,
the ideas in the letter should teach the reader some of the
most interesting and important facts about that particular
proVlllce.
After some time is spent on revising and finalizing the letter,
give tl1e students tl1e actual postcard paper. Instruct them to
write the letter on one side and draw a colorful, attractive,
and informational design on the other with the intent of trying
to encourage people to visit the province.
When everyone is done, take some time to have each student
share tl1eir postcards with each other. One way to do that
would be to start with one province at a time and let all the
students stand and share their postcard for that particular
proVlllce.

"Diversity of Life"
Objective:

The students become "trait cj.etectives" by using physical and
personal characteristics of others to guess who the mystery
person is from each group.

Materials:

one envelope per group of 4-5 students
information cards (see below)
note paper and pen/pencil
guess box for each group

Method:

Give each sh1dent a slip of paper with the following items:
Name:
Mor F Age: _ __
Eye color:
Hair color: _ _ __
Hair length (short, medium, long): _ _ __
Dimples? _ _ Roll tongue? _ _
Widow's peak? __ Wiggle ears? _ _
Pack teacher:
Braces? - - Favorite color:
Favorite food: - - - Dominant hand (right, left, both): _ _ __

Have the students pass in their cards and the teacher
distribute the cards back to the class. Each group should
keep their cards private so no one knows whose cards the
groups have. The next day allow time for the groups to select
a mystery person and write down on a piece of paper three
traits. Then give time for each group to look at the other
groups' clues and write down a guess to put in each group's
box. After a period of time, let the groups check the boxes to
see if anyone correctly guessed their person. If a group did,
next time they would get a new person with three new clues.
If no one guessed it, add tl1ree more clues.
Keep repeating the activity daily until all the groups are out
of mystery people.

APPENDIXB
SAMPLE TOPICS FOR EDITORIAL
JOURNAL

"Survive On Planet Earth"
•

If you were stranded on a desert island and you had all the food,
water, and shelter you needed to survive, what would be the next
five items you would need to be happy. Explain what the five
things would be and why you would need each one.

•

Think about today's question for 2-3 minutes before you write.
Here is the question: If you were to have a very special dinner
party and you could invite anyone you wanted (living or dead), what
four people would you choose? Then explain why you chose them
and what you would want to talk about.

•

Write about your family. Describe who is in your family, where
you live, what is your house/apartment like, what is your
neighborhood like, how long you have lived in Yakima, where you
were born, two or three unique things about your family, and
anything else you can think of to describe your family life.

•

If you could be another animal for a day, explain what animal it
would be, why you chose that animal, and what kind of things you
would do during the day.

•

If you could be something that was non-living (like a desk, rock,
mountain, car, not a dead person or animal), explain what that
would be, why you would chose it, and what you would do all day.

•

List three of your very favorite things in your bedroom and tell all
about them (what is it, what does it mean to you, where did you get
it, from whom did you get it, why you got it, why you like it, how
often do you use it or look at it).

•

Describe a place outside of Yakima that you have visited. Explain
why you went there, what you liked and disliked about it, if you
would want to go again, and the most interesting (or boring) thing
you did while you were there.

11

II

Today you are an ant. Describe what you think your ecosystem is
made of (living and non-living). Explain (as best you can, you can
make-up what you don't know) what your "bedroom" is like, or
your "home", what is for dinner, what are your parents like, what do
you do all day, and anything else a life as an ant would be like.
Without drawing pictures, describe step by step (tum right, walk 3
feet, tum left, etc.) haw you get to school. Start from when you
leave your front door to the moment you enter the portable. Include
getting on the bus or in a car.

111

Describe where your family does most of its grocery shopping.
Then explain what would happen if all the grocery stores closed
down for one month--try to think of all the effects of it!

11

Today think of what would happen if all the gas stations, sewer
companies, airports, electric companies, telephone companies, and
water companies closed down for a month. But school was still in
session!

11

Explain what you feel when you see people litter. Tell some of
your thoughts about keeping our world (including our desk,
classroom, school, bedroom, house, yard, etc.) clean. Is it
important to you or not? Explain.

11

Explain what you are doing to help preserve our earth. How do you
recycle? Is there anything you can think of that you might change
to improve your recycling habits?

•

Describe what you think about the many new laws that prohibit
smoking in public places. Do you think people should have the
right to smoke in public or should people have the right to cleaner
public air? Explain why.

II

Explain what job or career you really want to have when you get
older. Also describe what some of your older friends, parents, or
other relatives do for their work.

11

11

11

One of the major issues today in our country is the amount of
money our government gives to people who do not have jobs.
Some people think the government should help those who don't
work, and some people think the government should not pay people
who don't work. What do you think about this welfare issue? What
do you think we should do with people who don't have jobs, but are
healthy to work, but just don't? How about people who can't work?
How about people with dis::ibilities? Who should pay for all this?
Describe what it would be like if three of you had to share a desk.
How about if there had to be three families in a house or apartment?
What would life be like if all the people in Seattle had to live in
Yakima? What problems would occur?
Imagine it is the year 2050. You are 65 years old and the world has
10 billion people (it only has 5 billion now and some people say it
will double in the next 50 years). Explain all the problems (and any
good things) you can think of that would happen. Describe what
you think it would feel like to live in a crowded world? How will
technology (and its pollution) have helped and hurt our earth?

II

Whether it be national, international, or just local gangs fighting,
war is often the result of wanting more space (either political land
or territory). Other causes include freedom (Revolutionary), ethnic
differences (Bosnia), power (WWII), or other issues of certain
rights in religion (Middle East) or slavery (Civil). Think for 2-3
minutes and explain your answer to this question: Is war ever
justified? In other words, is there ever a time that it would be o.k.
to declare war on someone else? Then describe what you think the
effects of war on a society might be.

II

Should animals have rights? Should there be penalties for "animal"
abuse or do you think that if you "own" something (unlike owning a
child), you can treat it as you please? What about places like
SeaWorld or a public Zoo? Should animals be held captive for the
entertainment of humans? Explain why or why not.

111

Millions of plants and animals are either killed or run out of their
habitat due to the bun1ing of rainforests and the work of lumber
industries. Write down 2-3 reasons for both sides of the issue.
Then choose a side that you feel you support and explain your
reasons and feelings about it.

111

Should our society be concerned about protecting endangered
species or should we just let the natural "circle of life" nm its
course? Explain what you think and feel.

Ill

Ill

111

111

If you were stranded in the middle of the mountains with only a
knife, could you survive for 3 days? How about 3 weeks? Make
up a short story of your own as if you were alone in the mountains
or even shipwrecked on an island.
Explain any experiences you have had during a natural disaster
emergency such as an earthquake, volcano, hurricanes, tornado,
avalanche, lightning storm, flood, heatwave (1995--200 died),
blizzard, tidal wave, or any other. Tell what you felt and what
innnediate changes took place as a result. If you have not been in
anything, choose 2-3 disasters and try to describe what you think
you would feel and what changes you imagine would happen
because of the disaster.
What do you think would happen if all of sudden there was a
change in the food chain such as lions only eating grass or all
humans only eating fruits, vegetables, and rice. How would our
world be different?
Think about Columbus Day. Write as much as you can remember
about him and his journeys. Now think about him from a Native
American point of view. How do they look at the early explorers?
Do you think our country should "celebrate" Columbus Day?
Explain why or why not. Then write what you would feel if you
were to discover a new land. What would you do if you then found
people who were already there? Explain.

11

If you could visit any country in the world, where would you go?
Why? Then explain what you think that country is like, what things
you would do there, and what kind of questions would you ask the
people.

"Day and Night"
•

Our new theme for the 2nd quarter is called Day and Night. For the
next two weeks we will studying things dealing with the seasons,
weather, climate, time zones, and the moon. Think about these
things and divide your page in 2 parts. On one half, write down
what you already think you know about these concepts, and on the
other half write down what you want to learn about these things.

•

Describe your favorite or least favorite thing to do in the Spring,
Summer, Fall, and Winter. Then try to write words that describe
things that you see, hear, feel, and smell in each season.

•

Describe your favorite and least favorite thing to do in the Day, then
describe your favorite and least favorite thing to do at Night. Who
do like to be with during these two times? Do you prefer to get up
early in the morning or stay up late at night? Ask your parents
which they like better.

11

The United States was the first country to have a man walk on the
moon. Does that mean our country "owns" the land on the moon?
What do you think should be done if, in the future, the U.S.A. made
a moon city and other countries wanted to build their own colony,
too? Would there need to be a war over the land on the moon?
Explain your opinion then describe what you think life would be
like on the moon. Would you ever want to live in a colony there?

II

Describe what you think it would be like to live on another planet in
a earth-like city. Would you want to? Do you think there is life
elsewhere? Explain your thoughts about any experiences or
thoughts you have seen about UFO sightings or movies about alien
life.

11

Imagine a month without having any sunshine. How would you
feel? Explain some of the effects on your life that would have.
Could we die without the sun or do you think we could invent a
way to stay alive without it?

11

Write what you think solar energy is. What if there was a really
good way to store solar energy? Explain some of the pros and cons
. - of using solar energyjnstead of gasoline or electricity.

11

There are scientists attempting to place giant mirrors on satellites
that could reflect the sun onto the "night" side of the earth. In what
ways do you think this could be useful? Are there any problems
with that idea? Explain.

11

Space exploration costs billions of dollars because of the price of
high-tech equipment. Do you think this is money well spent or do
you think there is a better place to spend all that money?

II

Should the human population expand out into space to relieve the
crowding on earth? If you were to be in charge of your own colony,
what type of rules would you establish? What would be legal and
illegal in your colony?

11

Describe what your favorite and least favorite colors are. Explain
why you feel that way and if there are any specific experiences that
made you think that way.

11

We don't have school because of Veteran's Day. Explain what you
understand about why we celebrate this holiday. Include thoughts
about what you would feel if you were told to go to war. What if
someone in your family was sent to war? Describe what you would
feel if you found out that your brother or sister, or your mom or dad,
or your best friend was killed at war. Some people don't really care
that it is Veteran's Day tomorrow. Do you think Veteran's Day is a
good holiday to remember those who died for our country or should
we just try to remember them on other holidays like the 4th of July
or Memorial Day? Explain your opinion.

II

How does climate affect our daily life? Try to imagine living in a
different climate zone and explain some of the differences. For
example, living near the North Pole, or living in Hawaii, or in
Seattle, or in the Amazon Jungle, or in the Sahara Desert. How
would school be different for the children in those areas? How
would jobs in those areas be different?

II

What .if all the clocks, watches, etc. in the whole world just stopped
forever. Would life be easier or harder? What do you think would
happen? Describe some pros and cons of not having "time".

11

Other cultures use different calendars. Our calendar used to have
New Year's Day in March, but it was changed to January. The
Chinese New Year is a few weeks after ours. If you could change
it, would you want New Year's Day in another month? Does it
really matter? Explain your thoughts.

11

Imagine that the earth's gravity all of sudden stopped. Write a short
story about what you think would happen or how life would be
different.

II

Explain any experiences you (or people you know) have had during
a natural disaster emergency such as an earthquake, volcano,
hurricanes, tornado, avalanche, lightning stonn, flood, heatwave
(1995--200 died), blizzard, tidal wave, or any other. Explain what
you (or they) felt. If you have not been in anything, choose 2-3
major weather experiences and try to describe what you might th.ink
or feel because of the disaster.

II

Think about time. Have you ever traveled over different time
zones? Imagine you could cross the international time line
whenever you wanted. What day would you want to repeat? What
day would you skip? What "time" is your favorite? Is it a time of
day, a time of night, a time of year, a time in history, a time in the
fuhrre? Explain your thoughts.

11

Make a list of all the different types of weather you can think of.
Explain one thing you like or don't like about each type of weather.
Now describe your very favorite weather and what you like to do in
it.

II

Explain how you think technology has helped humans deal with
weather and climate. What inventions can you think of that help us
be comfortable in all types of weather? If you could invent
something to always make you comfortable in every climate of the
world, what would you make?

II

What are your plans for the holiday break? Describe some of your
families traditions for this time of year.

11

Our next concept will be learning about outer space. We will study
the moon, our solar system, the galaxy, and the universe. Think
about these things and divide your page in 2 parts. On one half,
write down what you already think you know about these concepts,
and on the other half write down what you want to learn about these
things. Be specific. Think of questions you have about these
things.

II

The first concept we have studied in our theme dealt with the
seasons, weather, climate, and time zones. Try to think of the
favorite thing or most interesting thing you lean1ed about this
concept and explain it. Then try to think of when any of this
information will be helpful to you in the future. Then try to list as
many careers as you can that would need to know about the
seasons, weather, climate, and time.

II

Why do you go to school? What if you were not required to go to
school, would you still go? Explain what you think the purpose is
of schools in our country. What would you do all day if you didn't
go to school? Would you learn anything? Explain.

•

The concepts we have just studied in our theme dealt with the
moon, the planets, our galaxy and universe, the sun and stars, and
what light is. Try to think of the favorite thing or most interesting
thing you learned about these concepts and explain it. Then try to
think of when any of this information will be helpful to you in the
future. Then try to list as many careers as you can (other than
astronauts and space engineers) that would need to know about
these things.

•

Imagine you need to plan a menu of what food you needed on a 5day trip in space. What kind of food would be best to take? What
kind of eating utensils would you use? How do you eat when
everything is just floating around? What are the pros or cons to
eating without gravity? Now think of what you would drink. How
do you think people in space drink? How about putting on salt and
pepper?

•

Write your personal feelings about how you think the universe
began. Or make up your own creative theory or story of how our
earth was created.

•

There is no school on Monday because it is a day we celebrate the
contributions of Martin Luther King, jr. Write what you know
about MLK, jr. He had a dream to create a country where no one
was judged by their color of skin. Do you think the United States
has reached his dream? Write your feelings and thoughts about
people of different ethnic backgrounds. Try to explain your feelings
about racism and discrimination.

"Diversity of Life"
II

The theme for this term is "Diversity of Life". The first concept we
will first be exploring is why eve1yone in this world is so different.
We will learn about genetics, family heritage, DNA, traits like color
of hair and eyes, and fingerprints. Explain what you already know
about these things and what you would like to learn about these
topics.

11

Think about your ancestors (like great-great grandparents). What
do you know about them? Did you find out where your family
comes from? What did you learn from asking your parents? If you
could talk to your ancestors, what-would you ask them? What
would you want to know? What would you want your future
children and grandchildren to know about your life so far?

II

Today is Groundhog Day. It is often recognized as the day a
famous groundhog leaves its winter home to try and see its shadow.
There was a movie made about it where the day repeated itself over
and over again. What day would you want repeated over and over
again? What would you want to do in that day? Do you think it
would be good or bad to have days repeat just like the last?

II

There are scientists that know how to create man-made DNA codes
to make un-natural species. It is called genetic engineering.
Examples are seedless watermelon, pink grapefruit, large-kernel
com, cows that produce more milk, and more. They even have the
ability to create human imitations. What do you think of genetic
engineering? What are some pros and cons of genetic engineering?

11

We are now going to study the different people who live in the
Western Hemisphere. We will begin in North America with the
country to the north--Canada. Write down anything that you
already know about Canada and then think of and write down what
you would like to learn.

II

We have now fmished studying Canada and will begin learning
about our neighbor to the south--Mexico. First, explain what your
favorite thing you learned about Canada was and then write down
anything that you already know about Mexico and what you would
like to learn.

111

We have now finished studying Genetics_and will begin learning
about the differences among the people in North America (starting
in Canada). First, explain what your favorite thing you learned
about Genetics was and then write down anything that you already
know about Canada and what you would like to learn.

111

Imagine you were a fur trader in the early years of Canada. What
would your life be like? What would you miss the most? What
would you like not having? Try to think of some pros and cons to
living in a wilderness area.

Ill

Let's say that this summer you and your family moved to Idaho.
What would you do if next year Idaho and Washington went to war
.. with each other? Who would you support? What would be some
pros and cons to fighting for Washington? What if you were
commanded by Idaho's government to fight in their army or go to
jail for life? Also, think about your friends and relatives still in
Washington.

Ill

What if the President of the USA asked you to go to an area in the
middle of China to establish a USA colony, would you want to go?
What if your family had died and you were an orphan, would you
go then? Explain why or why not.

Ill

What does the word Racism mean to you? Why do you think our
society has it? What kind of world do you prefer--everyone the
same or everyone different? Explain why.

•

English is the most spoken language in the U.S.A., though it is not
the official language. This means that all languages are accepted
and that you do not need to learn English in order to live
successfully here. What do you think about that? Some think our
laws should require everyone to learn English. Do you think we ·
should? What are some pros and cons of requiring ALL people to
speak English? What do you think?

Ill

Do you think United States citizens should provide services such as
hospital care, education, food stamps, and welfare money to people
who live here illegally? Explain what you think. What if their
home country had so many problems that they left it for a chance to
keep their family alive? Whom should the U.S.A. allow to become
citizens? Who should not be allowed to be citizens?

•

Two and a half years ago the USA, Canada, and Mexico signed an
agreement called NAFTA. This agreement lets products be traded
in these countries without charging extra tax, which makes them
less expensive for us to buy. However, many U.S. companies
moved to Mexico since the land and workers are cheaper. There
are also less rules and restrictions from the Mexican government
than the US government. If you were in charge ofa company,
would you move? Explain the pros and cons of keeping your
company in the U.S. and the pros and cons of moving to Mexico.

•

Last year the peso in Mexico lost all its value because the
government printed too many pesos. The U.S. chose to pay off all
the Mexican debts with millions of dollars. Why do you think our
government did that? Do you th.ink they should have? What are
some reasons for helping another country like Mexico and what are
some reasons why we shouldn't.

•

The theme this term has been "Diversity of life". What have you
learned? Why are we all different? What has been the favorite
thing you have studied this term about Genetics, Canada, and
Mexico?

APPENDIXC
SAMPLE PROJECT IDEAS

"Survive On Planet Earth"
•

Collect, mount, and correctly label at least 20 different leaves

•

Design a complete (key, scale, and compass rose) and detailed map
of a particular area of interest
--campus, neighborhood, businesses, literature book

•

Draw a large, colored, world map with latitude and longitude
labeled every 10 degrees

•

Design a contour map of different levels of elevation

•

Create an extensive road map with a chart of distances between
major cities
--plan a trip somewhere and log the miles and geographic
coordinates

•

Research the history of maps and give a 5-min presentation to the
class

•

Research different careers associated with cartography such as
surveyor, geologist, engineer, pilots, military personnel, aerial
photographers, etc.

•

Record originals songs that you write about maps, ecosystems, or
survival

•

Create a scrapbook of newspaper articles dealing with
environmental issues in our state and write your opinion about each
one

"Day and Night"
•

Create your own time keeping devjce

•

Design a calendar based on a different repeating system than what
w.; us.; now

•

Plan a trip between five major cities in the world and include the
correct departure and arrival times in each city's timezone

•

Research a different culture's calendar and organize a holiday
celebration for the class

•

Design a city on the moon with all the things needed to survive

•

Make a model of tides and tidepools

•

Create a shoebox planetarium with at least five different
constellations and three planets

•

Build your own space station at least one meter long and include
imitation solar panels

•

Give a presentation to the class about the many different types of
telescopes people use

•

Design a large space poster displaying five major events in space
history

•

Write a song or poem about seasons or different weather

•

Write a perform a mini-play or puppet show dealing with space
exploration

"Diversity of Life"
•

Design a complete (key, scale, and compass rose) and detailed map
of a particular area of Canada or Mexico focusing on one or two
items such as climate, topography, products, population, elevation,
cities, etc.

•

Plan an extensive two week road trip through Canada or Mexico
including the distances between the major cities visited, what
important places you would visit, and how long you would stay at
each place

•

Research the history of Canada or Mexico and write a 1-2 page,
typed report

•

Research a current event news item that deals with the "Diversity of
Life" theme and present your information to the class

•

Write, sing, and record originals songs that you write about topics
dealing with Canada or Mexico

•

Write a script for a 1-minute T.V. or radio commercial encouraging
tourists to come to Canada or Mexico

•

Create a scrap book of at least 10 newspaper articles dealing with
current issues in Canada or Mexico and summarize each one

•

Design a menu for a restaurant that serves Mexican or Canadian
food and cook one of the items to share with the whole class

•

Meet with the teacher to discuss any idea you might have for a
project that deals with our theme·

